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I. Purpose and Summary of Rebuttal Testimony1

A. Purpose of Rebuttal Testimony2

Q. Are you the same Karl A. McDermott that filed direct testimony in this docket?3

A. Yes I am.4

Q. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony?5

A. I first make some general comments concerning the direct testimony of Staff and the6

intervenors in this proceeding.  Next, I respond to, and comment on, the direct7

testimony of Staff witness Mr. Richard Zuraski1 and GCI witness Mr. Jerome8

Mierzwa.29

B. Summary of Rebuttal Testimony10

Q. Please summarize your rebuttal testimony.11

A. Performance-based regulation (“PBR”), and in particular, the Gas Cost Performance12

Program (“GCPP” or “Program”), is designed to provide Nicor Gas (“Nicor” or13

“Company”) with incentives for better performance relative to the traditional methods14

of regulation.  The GCPP accomplishes this task through simulating the costs expected15

to be incurred under traditional regulation and providing the Company with the16

opportunity to share in any efficiencies it creates relative to this benchmark, as well as17

placing the Company at risk for its share of losses relative to the benchmark.18

                                                
1 ICC Staff Exhibit 1.0.
2 GCI Exhibit 1.1.
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The purpose of this proceeding is to determine if the GCPP has met its stated objectives.19

Neither Mr. Zuraski nor Mr. Mierzwa provide any arguments that would indicate the20

current Nicor GCPP is not meeting these objectives.  Furthermore, many of21

Mr. Zuraski’s and Mr. Mierzwa’s proposals are likely to significantly alter the22

incentives inherent in the GCPP as approved by the Commission, even though the23

Program has met its objectives as currently designed.  After careful consideration, I24

have determined that the Program has been successful in meeting these objectives and25

should continue as currently designed.26

II. General Comments27

Q. Are there any policy issues related to the proposals of Mr. Mierzwa and28

Mr. Zuraski to alter certain parameters of the Program as it is currently29

implemented?30

A. I believe there is a very critical policy issue at stake here.  This Program works through31

a careful balancing of incentives for improving behavior with the need to protect32

customers.  The Program has been successful in this balancing act to date.  However,33

some of the changes that are proposed by Mr. Zuraski and Mr. Mierwza are likely to34

significantly alter the incentive structure inherent in the Program.  Specifically, both35

Mr. Zuraski and Mr. Mierwza propose to alter individual aspects of the benchmark cost36

of gas as well as to radically alter the sharing arrangement.  These proposals will37

dramatically change the incentive structure to such a degree that the Program is unlikely38

to provide sufficient incentives to allow the Company to meet the objectives of the39

Program on an on-going basis.  Certainly from the evidence provided by Mr. Zuraski40

and Mr. Mierwza there is no clear indication that either of their proposals would be an41
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improvement.  Therefore, it is unwise at this point to alter the incentives to such a42

degree as to cause uncertainty as to whether the plan is robust enough to reach its43

objectives.  Furthermore, this Program has performed well, even under market and44

operating conditions that Staff Witness Mark Maple has noted are rather extreme.345

Given this level of performance there is no compelling reason to alter the Program at46

this point.47

Q. Mr. Mierwza singles out individual parameters of the benchmark for criticism and48

proposes to alter these portions of the benchmark. 4  Do you have any comments?49

A. Yes.  My concern here is similar to the one expressed in my answer to the above50

question.  That is, the Program works in its totality and not as a result of any individual51

aspect.  Changing any individual parameter of the Program will change the balance52

achieved by the Program and alter the incentives inherent in the Program.  This could53

result in the Company being exposed to more risk for potentially less compensation and54

therefore reasonably cause the Company to put forth less effort or to avoid taking on55

additional risk.  Such a result could lower the benefits of the Program for ratepayers and56

the Company.  Furthermore, this approach conflicts with well-known regulatory57

principles and the objective of performance-based regulation.58

Q. Could you explain how this approach conflicts with regulatory principles and the59

PBR paradigm?60

                                                
3 ICC Staff Exhibit 2.0 beginning at line 150.
4 See e.g., GCI Exhibit 1.1. beginning at line 295.
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A. A key principle of traditional regulation is the well-known prohibition on single-issue61

ratemaking.  Single-issue ratemaking is the practice of altering a utility’s rates based on62

the changes in one particular factor in a utility’s cost structure.  Such a practice ignores63

the possibility that other aspects of costs have changed that may have “netted out” the64

changes under review.  Obviously, single-issue ratemaking is unreasonable for both65

customers and the utility.66

There is a similar principle at work in this proceeding.  The benchmark is based on67

several components of a gas utility’s costs of procuring commodity and managing68

storage and firm deliverability on the interstate transmission network.  The purpose of69

the GCPP is to set an overall hurdle that the Company can easily and objectively be70

judged on, based on its total integrated procurement process.  Looking at an individual71

component of the benchmark ignores the possibility that other costs that the Company72

has absorbed via the Program may have been passed on to customers through a typical73

PGA reconciliation. 574

Further, concentrating on an individual component of the benchmark discounts the75

inherently interconnected nature of the gas procurement process.  As noted in the Order76

approving the GCPP at page 5 “[A] single benchmark also recognizes the77

interrelationship between various cost elements and thereby avoids questions of cross-78

subsidization and conflicting utility incentives.”  This is exactly why one must review79

                                                
5 This is especially true with the commodity portion of the benchmark as it is based on fixed percentages of first-

of-month and daily purchases that may or may not reflect the actual optimal ex ante percentages in any given
month and therefore may create a situation where the Company is operating at a disadvantage.
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the Program in terms of meeting its objectives, as Section 9-244 (c) requires, rather than80

selectively focusing on any particular component of the benchmark.81

Q. Does this mean that the Commission cannot review the benchmark or the82

Program?83

A. Of course not.  However, there is a sequence of review that Section 9-244(c) implies.84

Section 9-244(c) reads, in part, that “[T]he Commission shall open a proceeding …85

two years after the program is first implemented to determine whether the program is86

meeting its objectives, and may make such revisions … as are necessary to result in the87

program meeting its objectives.”  Therefore, the sequence is to determine whether the88

objectives of the program are being met.  If they are, there is no reason to review the89

benchmark, or any individual portion of the benchmark or the Program.  Only if it is90

clear that the objectives have not been met should the Commission consider altering the91

benchmark or other parameters of the Program.  This should only be necessary if the92

Commission decides that the Program has failed.  However, contrary to the assertions of93

Mr. Mierwza and Staff, the Program has not failed to meet its objectives.94

Q. Why is this issue so critical to reviewing this Program?95

A. There are two concerns.  First, it appears that Staff and Mr. Mierwza are misconstruing96

the purpose of the statutory two year review requirement.  As I read it, the purpose of97

this review is essentially to “weed out” programs that are clearly failing to meet their98

objectives.  This review is not designed to re-litigate the Program parameters that have99
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met their respective objectives.  The GCPP has met its objectives as discussed here and100

elsewhere.6101

My second concern sounds a now familiar theme, in that the inherent balancing act of102

the GCPP must be taken into account when reviewing this Program.  It must be103

understood that incentives can affect behavior both positively and negatively.  If the104

Company is not properly compensated with added reward for taking on additional risk,105

such as the risk inherent in the commodity benchmark, there is really no hope that the106

Program will improve performance.  There are several ways this altering of incentives107

can manifest itself.  For example, the Company could reject entering into the Program at108

all, with customers loosing the benefits achieved under the Program.  Alternatively, if109

the incentives are changed in a less dramatic fashion, then, while the Company may still110

operate under the plan, it will no longer have the same incentive to exert as much effort111

or take risks that are uncompensated to secure efficiencies in gas procurement.  Neither112

of these results would be in the public interest.  The current benchmark has been tested113

and shown to be effective at altering the Company’s behavior to the benefit of114

customers.  Furthermore, as Mr. Maple explains in reviewing the firm deliverability115

adjustment,7 the Program has been active during conditions in the natural gas market116

that can only be described as extreme.  The fact that the Program was robust enough to117

be successful in a period of adverse operating conditions demonstrates that the Program118

was wisely designed.  It is likely to be even more successful in the future under119

                                                
6 See NICOR Gas Exhibit 2.0. In addition, Mr. Zuraski seems to suggest that the Program has been successful in

lowering rates for consumers. See ICC Staff Exhibit 1.0 lines 117-118
7 ICC Staff Exhibit 2.0 beginning at line 150.
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conditions that are more “normal.”  Therefore, it would be a risky move to alter one120

particular component of the benchmark with no assurance that the change would121

actually result in better performance.122

III. Response to Staff testimony123

A. Summary of Response to Mr. Zuraski124

Q. Please summarize your response to issues raised by Mr. Zuraksi’s testimony?125

A. First, I take issue with the implication of Mr. Zuraski’s review standard that appears to126

require a showing that there are no changes to the Program that could “improve” upon127

the successes of the Program.  While I am not making a legal argument in this128

testimony, I review the logic of Mr. Zuraski’s standard and find it unworkable in this129

context as it creates a standard of review that invites endless speculation concerning the130

future effects of changes to a successful program.131

Second, and more importantly, Mr. Zuraski’s proposals will have a significant effect on132

the incentives inherent in the Program.  That is, Mr. Zuraski’s proposals are not simply133

“tweaks” aimed at altering margins, but rather wholesale changes that are likely to134

result in incentives that are simply too weak to provide the impetus for the same135

positive behavior on the part of the Company as under the current Program parameters.136

I especially find fault with the application of the “low hanging fruit” theory.  The137

Commission has addressed this theory once and rejected it, and it should do so again.138

In addition, I also find Mr. Zuraski’s analysis of GCPP sharing mechanism, and his139

proposal for altering the mechanism, to be baseless and even counterproductive.140
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B. Proper Review Standard141

Q. Mr. Zuraski states that “[T]he Program has not been 100% successful in meeting142

its objectives.” Do you have any comments or concerns concerning this assertion?143

A. Yes.  I disagree with Mr. Zuraski that the Program has not been 100 percent successful144

in meeting its objectives.  By this I am suggesting that all three objectives have been145

met and therefore the Program is 100 percent successful.  The purpose of bringing this146

up is not to quibble over semantics, but rather to bring to the Commission’s attention147

certain implications of Mr. Zuraski’s testimony.  For example, while Mr. Zuraski148

seemingly agrees that the Program has generally aligned the interests of ratepayers and149

shareholders,8 he goes on to suggest that changes are needed to “better” align these150

interests.9  While at first blush this may sound reasonable, such a standard can quickly151

degenerate into an argument about “how much is enough?”  I urge the Commission to152

avoid utilizing such a standard.10153

Q. What are the fundamental problems with utilizing this standard of review?154

A. There are four main problems with this standard.155

1. Either an objective has been met or it has not.  The purpose of reviewing the156

Program under 9-244 (c) is to make sure the Program has met its objectives, not157

to re-litigate issues from the first docket.158

                                                
8 ICC Staff Exhibit at 1.0 lines 114-116.
9 Id at 1.0 line 117.
10 Mr. Zuraski even states that under his proposed changes “a better alignment of interests can be achieved and

rates can be reduced further in the future.” (ICC Staff Exhibit 1.0 at lines 117-118.)  This statement seems to
admit that rates have been reduced by the Program, and therefore, even by the standard used by Mr. Mierzwa,
the Program is clearly meeting its objectives.
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2. Under the proposed standard of incrementally improving the Program, the159

difficulty is that any proposed change can have unforeseeable and unintended160

consequences that make it impossible to know in advance if these changes will161

indeed improve the Program.  Adopting such a standard could lead to acceptance162

of changes that potentially do as much harm as good.163

3. This standard could create a “perfect is the enemy of the good” problem. The164

search for the perfect incentive program is bound to be fruitless.  However, the165

search for the “good” incentive program presents a realistic and achievable goal166

and provides the flexibility to the Commission to continue successful programs,167

while correcting or stopping programs that are clearly failures.168

4. Finally, this standard requires the Commission to choose between new untested169

parameters that could lead to unintended results or keeping parameters that have170

been shown to be effective. Section 9-244(c) does not require the Commission171

to choose untested parameters for successful programs.172

Q. In your fourth response to the above question you suggest that the Commission173

will be choosing among “untested” parameters.  Wasn’t that the case when the174

Commission first approved the GCPP?175

A. The design of the process inherent in Section 9-244 is that in establishing the initial176

untested parameters a more significant hurdle of meeting the requirements of177

Sections 9-244(b) are necessary before the program can be implemented.  A successful178

program under this section does not require change, and to suggest new parameters be179

put in place, because the program could be made better, is not the role of the review180

conducted under Section 9-244(c).  A two-year review process provides enough time to181
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decide whether the parameters are wholly inappropriate and should be altered.  If after182

two years the goals are being met, the Program can be continued as is under183

Section 9-244 (c).184

C. The Sharing Rate185

Q. Could you explain Mr. Zuraski’s exception to the current sharing rate?186

A. Mr. Zuraski takes exception to the 50/50 sharing based on two arguments.  First,187

Mr. Zuraski suggests that the Company’s sole defense of a 50/50 sharing mechanism is188

that it is inherently fair, implying that no theory behind this statement was provided.11189

Second, Mr. Zuraski attempts to characterize the amount of sharing as excessive.  To190

bolster this point, Mr. Zuraski states the following:191

… the Company has been able to generate savings of $24 million192
in 2000 and $30 million in 2001, from which it retained incentive193
bonuses of $12 million and $15 million, respectively.194
Meanwhile, the Company’s total of Operating Expenses plus195
Capital in the Gas Supply Purchasing, Gas Supply Accounting,196
and Gas Operations departments increased by only $752197
thousand per year from the period 1997 through 1999 (pre-198
GCPP) to the period 2000 through 2001 (post-GCPP).  In other199
words, the Company’s average share of savings ($13.5 million)200
was roughly 18 times greater than its increased expenditures in201
the relevant departments since initiating the GCPP.12202

From these arguments Mr. Zuraski concludes that the Program has not “fully met its203

objective” of aligning ratepayer and shareholder interest nor does the current 50/50204

                                                
11 ICC Staff Exhibit at lines 215-216.
12 Id. at lines 218-225.
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sharing represent an “an equitable sharing of any net economic benefits between the205

utility and its customers to the extent the Program is likely to result in such benefits.”13206

Q. Do you agree with Mr. Zuraski?207

A. I disagree with Mr. Zuraski for the following reasons:208

• The 50/50 sharing mechanism was found to be appropriate by the Commission209

in the Order approving the GCPP. The Commission noted that “such a sharing210

arrangement creates the proper incentives for Nicor to act in pursuit of greater211

savings as the Company will have as much too lose from any failures as it has to212

gain from any achievements.”14  Therefore, the Commission has accepted a213

theory of 50/50 sharing that is based on the logic of incentives.  There is no214

evidence in this proceeding that would warrant the Commission altering this215

conclusion.216

• A 50/50 sharing mechanism is “fair” in the sense that any alternative sharing217

mechanism would favor one party over the other.  As an equitable balance218

between opposing views, a 50/50 sharing treats both ratepayers and shareholders219

equally, and aligns their interests better than an unbalanced proposal such as220

Mr. Zuraski’s (or Mr. Mierwza’s).221

• Mr. Zuraski is comparing apples and oranges in his incremental cost example.222

Contrary to his implication, the incremental costs of $752,000 a year are not223

related to the total savings from the Program any more than any other portion of224

                                                
13 Id. at lines 226-231.
14 Order at 36.
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the Company’s expenses.  The savings are due not only to incremental costs, but225

also redeployment of assets and within the Company, as well as management226

innovations.  Therefore, it is inappropriate to compare incremental costs to total227

benefits.228

• Mr. Zuraski’s argument regarding incremental operating costs also ignores the229

additional risk that the Company takes on while being under a PBR program.230

This risk must be compensated by additional returns or the Company will not231

have an appropriate incentive to undertake actions that lead to greater232

efficiencies.15233

• There is a certain irony in suggesting that because the Company kept its234

operating cost increases to a minimum then it should receive less return.  If the235

purpose of PBR is to provide incentives to the Company to keep its costs in line,236

then comparing cost increases to the return is not a productive metric to utilize.237

• What is a more appropriate multiple on incremental cost and how would that238

multiple be calculated?  Such questions are left unanswered by Mr. Zuraski and239

for good reason; there is no economic or legal proposition that would lead one to240

a reasonable multiple.241

• Under traditional PGA regulation the Company made zero profit from gas sales.242

The Company annually buys over a $1 billion of gas in addition to its operation243

expenses for gas purchases.  Very few unregulated companies would maintain244

                                                
15 For a review of the risk associated with PBR plans see I. Alexander, C. Mayer, and H. Weeds, “Regulatory

Structure and Risk in Infrastructure Firms: An International Comparison,” World Bank Policy Research Paper
Number 1698, December 1996.
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such a large business function that made zero profit.  Placing a figure of $12-245

15 million in that context creates a more reasonable comparison and indicates246

the rather moderate level of incentive that is being provided to the Company247

under the current Program.248

Q. Do you have any comments on Mr. Zuraski’s “three-tier” sharing mechanism? 16249

A. Yes.  I find it unnecessary and such a structure would be just as likely to reduce the250

incentives for good performance as to enhance them.  The proposal is unnecessary for251

several reasons:252

• As the above question shows, the current sharing mechanism does not suffer253

from the alleged failures that Mr. Zuraski asserts.  The incentive is not excessive254

and, in fact, has provided the Company with the appropriate signal to capture255

new efficiencies.  As such, no change to the current sharing mechanism is256

warranted.257

• Since there is an absence of evidence to the contrary, the current 50/50258

mechanism continues to fairly allocated the benefits of the Program as was259

found by the Commission in the Order.260

• Mr. Zuraski suggests17 that simplicity and symmetry are two good261

characteristics of a sharing mechanisms.  However, Mr. Zuraski’s proposed262

sharing mechanism is not simple, although it does retain symmetry.  The 50/50263

                                                
16 ICC Staff Exhibit at lines 233-243.
17 Id. at lines 204-205.
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sharing is both simple to understand and is symmetric so as to not distort264

behavior decisions.265

• The proposed three-tired structure is unnecessary as it is predicated on the266

erroneous “low-hanging fruit” theory that has no validity in a market-based PBR267

program such as the GCPP.268

Q. Has the Commission addressed the sharing issue with respect to a 90/10 split?269

A. Yes it has.  In the first docket, the Commission rejected a Staff proposed 90/10 split for270

the savings.  The Commission stated that a 90/10 spilt of savings “provides insufficient271

incentives for the Company to pursue cost reduction measures and an insufficient272

penalty to the Company if those measures fail to achieve cost savings.  In our view,273

innovation in cost saving strategies will neither be promoted nor ensured under a 90/10274

sharing arrangement.  Thus, this split will not produce the appropriate incentive for a275

meaningful alternative regulatory program.”18  Mr. Zuraski has provided no evidence276

that indicates this conclusion should be altered.277

Q. Could you elaborate on the “low hanging fruit” theory?278

A. Many designers of performance-based regulation plans assume that traditional279

regulation has failed to provide the incentives necessary for utilities to exploit all280

possible cost reducing actions.  Therefore, when moving to an incentive structure that281

rewards the utility for cost savings there are actions that can be taken that are “simple”282

                                                
18 Order at 36.
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and therefore, either the utility should not be rewarded for taking these elementary283

actions, or the reward should be small.284

Q. How valid is the “low hanging fruit” theory in the case of the GCPP?285

A. It is not valid in the context of the GCPP.  This theory is generally applied to two types286

of PBR programs.19  First, it has been applied to industries undergoing substantial287

technological change (i.e., telecom).  The theory is that technological change is likely to288

create gaps between prices and costs on an on-going basis and that using historical289

productivity factors are unlikely to capture new technological advances.  Second, it has290

also been alleged to apply to PBR programs that include non-market price indices such291

as a price cap.  However, the validity of this argument requires empirical evidence as it292

is unclear  ex ante  that, even in these cases, there is any substance to the claim.293

Furthermore, it is highly unlikely that “low-hanging fruit” exists in the GCPP because294

the overwhelming majority of the cost incurred (i.e., gas costs) are benchmarked to295

objective measures of a competitive market place.  One would not expect that “low296

hanging fruit” would “hang” for very long in the market.  The market and, by design the297

GCPP, is continually wringing out the “easy money.”  This means that the benchmark is298

creating a dynamic standard that the Company is continually facing, requiring the299

Company to continually become more effective over time.  It is therefore unnecessary300

to attempt to recognize so-called “low-hanging fruit” as the GCPP adjusts constantly to301

                                                
19 There are a multitude of approaches that have been taken to “address” this issue from the use of “consumer

dividends” and “stretch factors” to productivity offsets, to tiered and/or asymmetric sharing arrangements.
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the best strategies of the market players and therefore no low-hanging fruit is likely to302

remain.303

Q. Has the Commission addressed the “low hanging fruit” issue for the GCPP?304

A. Yes it has.  In the original docket, Staff had proposed an “X-factor” be applied to the305

commodity adjustment “to reflect its theory that the Company operates inefficiently306

under traditional regulation and that ratepayers therefore should expect gains in307

switching from traditional PGA to incentive regulation.”20  This is the very same “low308

hanging fruit” argument being placed forward in this proceeding by Mr. Zuraski.309

However, the Commission rejected this proposal.  In doing so it concluded that:310

The Commission also finds Staff’s proposed X-factor adjustment311
to be unsupported and unnecessary.  The X-factor is not based on312
any mathematical, statistical, or economic analysis.  Nor is it313
based on any legal concern or alleged need to reduce the314
Commodity Adjustment Rate to satisfy the Act.…  The only315
rationale for [utilizing an X-factor] was Staff’s assertion that316
there must be something to gain for the Company in switching317
from traditional PGA regulation to incentive-based regulation.318
That may be so, but that also is the very point of incentive319
regulation-that utilities may be able to improve their performance320
if given an appropriate incentive to do so, and that improved321
performance benefits customers and the utility alike.  The X-322
factor seeks to deprive Nicor Gas of at least some of the benefits323
of incentive regulation before the GCPP even begins.  We decline324
to do so.21325

While the Commission made no determination on whether the “low-hanging fruit”326

exists, it does suggest that to the extent it does exist, the whole purpose of the PBR327

program is to have the Company obtain these gains and share them with customers.328

                                                
20 Order at 27.
21 Order at 30-31.
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While I have concluded that it is very unlikely that “low-hanging fruit” exists in this329

Program, Mr. Zuraski has provided no evidence that the Commission should alter its330

past decision on this issue.  I recommend that the Commission reject the “low-hanging331

fruit” argument and reject Mr. Zuraski’s proposed sharing mechanism.332

IV. Response to GCI Witness Mr. Mierzwa333

A. Summary of Response to Mr. Mierzwa334

Q. Could you please summarize your response to Mr. Mierzwa.335

A. I address Mr. Mierzwa’s testimony only to the extent that it affects the policy decisions336

that the Commission needs to make in this docket.  Specifically, I address the following337

issues:338

• Traditional regulation is not preferable to the GCPP.339

• Quantification of savings of each individual action is unnecessary and represents340

an attempt to move back to traditional regulation.341

• National PBR plans.342

B. Traditional Regulation is not Preferable to the GCPP343

Q. Mr. Mierzwa makes several claims that traditional regulation would be preferable344

to the GCPP. 22  Do you have any comments?345

A. A return to traditional regulation, which is one of Mr. Mierzwa’s proposals, would be a346

step backward and would not benefit customers in the long term as traditional regulation347

                                                
22 See e.g., GCI Exhibit 1.1 at lines 56-65, 245-247, 255-257.
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is unable to meet the challenges of the modern gas utility sector.  The Commission is at348

a critical juncture in gas performance-based regulation.  The Program presented here349

has met the objectives, and as such, it has been successful at creating a better regulatory350

regime.  The Commission should reject a policy of returning to traditional regulation.351

C. Quantification of Transaction by Transaction Savings is Unnecessary352

Q. Mr. Mierzwa notes the actions that NICOR has taken over the past two years, but353

claims that it is necessary to quantify the “savings” from each of these actions.23354

Do you have any comments?355

A. Yes.  Such a quantification is irrelevant and impractical to the evaluation of the success356

of the Program.  The whole purpose of moving away from traditional regulation is to357

make the evaluation criteria more objective via the benchmark.  The purpose of358

providing the Commission with evidence of behavioral change is to show that the359

Program has had an affect on the commercial activities (i.e., it is meeting its objectives)360

of the utility as we should expect if the plan has proper incentives in place.  Either way,361

the “quantification” is done via the benchmark and not from an action-by-action or362

transaction-by-transaction review that is bound to result in mistakes made by the363

reviewers.  Furthermore, the GCPP is holistic and balanced as noted above.  Carving-364

out specific cost items is inappropriate and the Commission should reject GCI’s attempt365

to do so.  This is simply a backhanded way to return to traditional regulation.366

                                                
23 Id. at lines 276-293.
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D. National PBR Plans367

Q. Mr. Mierzwa notes that your exhibit on national PBR plans contains errors. 24  Do368

you have any comments?369

A. The purpose of Exhibit KAM-2 is to provide the Commission with an overview of plans370

that are currently in place to indicate that incentives plans are not new nor are they rare.371

The exhibit is not relevant, per se, to the determination under 9-244(c).  While I do not372

believe the exhibit to be “misleading,” I have prepared a revised Exhibit KAM-2373

(Exhibit KAM-2_Revised) that clarifies and updates the original where such374

clarification is useful.375

Q. Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony in this docket?376

A. Yes it does.377

                                                
24 Id. at lines 418-436.
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